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Date: Saturday 2 February 2013 

Time: 1000 – 1200 Hours 

Venue: School of Information Systems, Rlab 

Attendees: Chua Eng Chang 

Gabriel Lok 

Sundaram S/O K. VALLIAPPAN 

Bryan Lim 

Agenda: 1. Work on changes after supervisor meeting 

2. Work on changes after client meeting 

3. Outstanding work 
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No. Discussion Item 

1. Work on changes after supervisor meeting 

 Progress bar for all the processes in system -> Search customer, shopping cart, 

quotation, order summary 

 Metrics that directly influence client’s business operations should be measured before 

the system is deployed and after the system is deployed 

 Reservation period for inventory item will be two weeks   

 Check on VPN capabilities of go daddy 

2. Work on changes after client meeting 

 Add Car Brand -> Shift the textbox to Add Car Model -> This will enable users to add a car 

brand and car model all in one page (validate whether a part, model etc. has been added 

in previously before accepting users’ input(s)) 

 System Template – Add Part Type will now contain an input box for minimum price  

 Transaction log keep for one month (then expire) 

 When delete button is clicked, a pop up should be displayed to confirm “delete” option 

 Transaction tracker for inventory should include “Updated” status  

 Customer module should include fields to capture multiple phone numbers (home, office, 

etc.) and address 

 Add a remarks column for order confirmation page (remarks should be alterable) -> it 

will be reflected in the invoice subsequently 

3.  Outstanding Work 

 3 X enquiry -> flag (to notify the user that it has been enquired 3 times so that he might 

want to reduce the quoted price) 

 Current shopping cart should show last quoted price for item 

 Adding of roles -> Add a table to make the adding of roles more convenient (e.g. RBAC 

table) 


